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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a method of video summarization based

on a visual attention model. The visual attention model is a

bottom-up one composed of two parallel ways. A static way,

biologically inspired, which highlights salient objects. A dy-

namic way which gives information about moving objects. A

three steps summary method is then presented. The first step

is the choice between the two kinds (static and dynamic) of

saliency maps given by the attention model. The second step

is the selection of keyframes. An “attention variation curve”

which  highlights  changes  on  frames  content  during  the

video is introduced. Keyframes are selected on this variation

attention curve. To evaluate the summary a reference sum-

mary is built  and a comparison method is  proposed.  The

results  provide  a  quantitative  analysis  and  show the  effi-

ciency of the video summarization method.

1. INTRODUCTION

With the development of numerical technologies and Inter-

net the volume of videos has increased spectacularly. There-

fore it becomes more and more difficult to retrieve interest-

ing  videos  or  excerpts  of  video  and  applications  such  as

video summarization,  classification or video browsing are

now required. Video summarization goal is to make naviga-

tion inside video bases and extraction of important events

easier. Two kinds of video summary exist: static ones or dy-

namic ones, called video skimming. Static video summaries

reduce video to few representative frames called keyframes.

They are presented like a storyboard, while video skimming

is presented like movie previews. In this paper, we consider

static video summary which need less storage space. 

Most of the video summaries are based on low level

features (colour, texture,...) [1][2] which are not representat-

ive of the video semantic content. We describe a method of

automatic static video summarization using a higher  level

feature given a visual attention model. This attention model

generates saliency maps, which point out the areas of frames

containing more information and attractive for human gaze.

These saliency maps are used to detect changes on frames of

the video which make it possible to select keyframes.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. The at-

tention model used for summarization is presented in section

2. The summarization method is  exposed in section 3. In

section 4, a summary evaluation method is described. The

results are discussed in section 5.

2. ATTENTION MODEL

The most famous visual attention model is the one proposed

by Itti and Koch [3]. It is a bottom-up (stimulus driven) mod-

el based on features like colour, intensity and orientation; it

returns a saliency map per frame. A saliency map is a grey

scale frame where bright areas that correspond to the regions

which attract human gaze. This static model which considers

frames one by one, has been improved recently by integrat-

ing motion [4]. 

Ma et al [5]. have also proposed an user attention

model. This model uses a lot of features like static saliency,

motion saliency, camera motion, face recognition, aural sali-

ency, keywords, keytopics,... An attention modelling is built

on visual  attention,  aural attention and linguistic  attention.

This user attention modelling is used for video skimming and

a static video can be deduced. This attention model is too

complex for static summary only. All the aural features are

completely useless for static summary. 

The attention model we use is another bottom-up

model [6]. It takes motion into account and is more simpler

than the one proposed by Ma. It is built on two parallel ways

(figure 1). A static way used to extract textured and contras-

ted regions of frame. This biologically inspired way gathers a

retinal filter, a bank of Gabor filters and interactions between

filters answers. A dynamic way is used to detect moving ob-

jects by an estimation and a compensation of camera motion.

This model gives, after temporal filtering and normalization,

a saliency map for each way.  



Figure 1 – Principle of attention model. 

3. VIDEO SUMMARIZATION METHOD

A video summary from attention model has been proposed

by Ma et al. [5]. It consists in converting the succession of

saliency maps into an “attention curve” and selecting key-

frames at the maxima of this attention curve. The attention

curve is obtained by replacing each saliency maps by the

value of the average of its grey levels. The maxima of this

curve correspond to the more salient and then contrasted and

textured  frames.  The  drawback  of  this  method  is  that  it

keeps temporally nearby frames that are likely to have too

similar content.

3.1  Method principle

 

In  this  paper  we  propose  a  video  summarization  method

based on the attention model presented in figure 1. It is com-

posed of three steps: the choice of the kind of saliency maps

to use (static or dynamic), then the keyframes selection, and

finally an elimination of redundant frames.

3.1.1 Choice of the kind of saliency map

This  step corresponds  to  the  choice  of the  more relevant

kind of saliency map for each shot of the video to summar-

ize. Indeed,  static saliency maps highlight the textured and

contrasted objects and are then adapted to describe the shots

where  motions  are  weak.  At  the  opposite,  dynamic  maps

highlight moving objects and are adapted for important mo-

tions of camera or objects. An attention curve (as defined by

Ma et al.) is computed for each kind of saliency map. The at-

tention curve with the higher standard deviation on amplitude

corresponds to the kind of map able to give more information

and so this is this kind of map that is chosen. Experiments

show that this criteria of choice gives the best final results.

3.1.2 Keyframes selection

For the second step, the purpose is to built a summary with a

reduce number of frame, but sufficiently different to repres-

ent the whole video. For that we propose to generate an “at-

tention variation curve” on which keyframes are selected.

To highlight changes during a video, a difference k
D  of sa-

liency map is computed:  k k k iD = M M −−  where k
M  is

the saliency map of the frame k and  i the parameter which

defines the difference between current map and the ith  previ-

ous  one.  Experiments  showed  that  i=10  allows  to  have

frames different enough for seeing changes and to take into

account a rapid variation of saliency maps (to lighten when

there are changes and to darken when there are no changes).

The attention variation curve is then obtained by computing

the average of grey level on each difference map k
D . 

The selection of keyframes is done by detecting on

the attention variation curve (example figure 2), the signific-

ant increase with regard to previous neighbours. An adaptive

threshold is used for that purpose. The threshold is given by

the expression µ +3σ where µ is the average on a sliding win-

dow and σ is the standard deviation on the same window.

This threshold takes the past  into account,  and permits to

judge if the current frame is different enough from the previ-

ous  ones.  Tests  have  been  made  on  shots  with  window's

length of 10, 25, 50, 75 and 100 frames. Best results are ob-

tained with a window of 50 frames (i.e. 2 seconds of video).

Thus the threshold considers not too much or too few in-

formation about the past. A frame is selected each time the

variation attention curve crosses the threshold.

3.1.3 Elimination of redundant frames

A summary has been obtained for each shot. The summary

was made trying not to forget events in the video and not

taking neighbours frames, but frames with similar content

can still be selected. A post-processing to eliminate redund-

ant frames is proposed (figure 4). This process considers the

static  saliency  map  of  each  keyframe.  A  comparison

between the saliency maps of the current frame and the pre-

viously selected one is done by computing their absolute dif-

ference. Then the average of the grey level of this absolute

difference is calculated. If this value is below a threshold,

the frames are too similar and so only the frames with the

highest value on the attention curve are kept. Tests permit to

choose the threshold equal to 0.11 and to be sure of its ro-

bustness.
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Figure 2 – Application of the redundant frame elimination

process to two relevant cases.

An example of summary produced by this method is

given figure 3. This method is used on long shot but an ad-

aptation has been made for short shots.

3.2  Particular case of short shots

The particular case of short shots is considered here. A shot

is an unstopped portion of video with or without continuous

camera motion. We define a short shot as a shot with 100

frames or less, or 4 seconds of video at a video rate of 25

frames per second. All the frames of a short shot are close

temporally.  With  the  continuous  variation  of  frames  in

video, all the frames of a 4 seconds shot have close content.

Only one keyframe is sufficient to summarize that kind of

shot. This keyframe is selected by taking the maximum of

the attention curve using static saliency map. Static saliency

maps are used because in 4 seconds or less the content of the

shot  do not  change a  lot  and so the static  saliency maps

which highlight texture and contrast are more efficient than

the dynamic ones which highlight motion.

4. SUMMARY EVALUATION METHOD

Different evaluation method exists.  A possibility is  to  ask

subject to choose between two summaries [7]. In this paper

the automatic summary is  evaluated by comparing it  to a

“ground-truth” summary called reference summary.

4.1 Reference summary

To evaluate the summary previously generated, we compare

it to a reference summary. To obtain this summary subjects

are asked to watch the shots of a video and to make their

ideal summary. They are told to make a summary, with from

1 to 3 keyframes for each shot. For a shot the number N of

keyframes for the reference summary is given by the median

of the number of frames selected by all the subjects. Accord-

ing to the number of frame chosen by a subject for a given

shot a weight is given to each one of these frames. The more

frames a subject selects the less their weight are. For each

frame, the weight are summed for all the subjects. The refer-

ence  summary  keyframes  are  selected  by  taking  the  N

frames with the highest weight.

4.2 Comparison method

The  comparison  between  the  automatic  summary,  called

candidate summary,  and the reference summary is  carried

out in 4 steps (figure 5).  

Figure 5 – three first step of the comparison method

The first step consists in associating frames of the candidate

summary to frames of the reference summary. Each frame of

the candidate summary is associated to two frames (at max-

imum) of the reference summary, the previous one and the
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next one. During the second step frames of the candidate

summary are only associated to the temporally closest frame

of the reference summary.  The third step selects  only the

frames of the candidate summary that are the closest with

the one of the reference summary. The fourth step compares

frames of the candidate summary to their associated frames

on the reference summary by a colour histogram difference.

The frames are temporally continuous; it is thus rather im-

probable to have two similar histograms with different con-

tents.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The summarization method has been tested on 3 videos: an

educative program, TV news and a series. All these videos

represent 90 shots from 19 to 1468 frames.

The summary evaluation is done using the comparis-

on method describe in section 4 and the criteria of recall R,

precision P and their harmonic average F1: 

f

r

N
R=

N
    

f

c

N
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N
    1 2

R P
F =

R P

×
+

where  f
N  is  the number of frames of the candidate sum-

mary which correspond with frames of the reference sum-

mary,  r
N  the number of frames of the reference summary,

and c
N  the number of frames of the candidate summary.

Two  other  methods  of  summarization  (a  random

summary  and  a  method  which  selects  a  keyframe  in  the

middle  of  each  shot)  are  also  compared  to  the  reference

summary. Results are given in table 1. For example if we

consider the educative program and the summary using at-

tention model (n°3). The recall (respectively the precision)

shows that among the 24 (resp. 29) frames of the reference

summary the automatic summary retrieves 15 frames. 

The summary with visual attention model gives the

best results. But the difference with the summary taking a

keyframe in the middle of each shot is not high. This is ex-

plained by the fact that most of the shots are short shots (less

than 100 frames). As we have already seen, the frames of

short shots are temporally close and because of the slowness

of the variations in video they are semantically close. Thus

the two methods give similar  results  for  short  shots.  The

proposed method is more efficient on long shots.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have presented a summarization method us-

ing a visual attention model. This method uses saliency map

to compute changes  and selects  keyframes when they are

changes in the video. This summarization method has been

tested on three video of different length and content. For that

purpose  a  reference  summary  and  a  comparison  method

were made-up. Results are quite good and improve with the

shot length's.

 The proposed summarization method has been car-

ried out shot by shot. It could be extended to global sum-

mary of the video for reducing the redundancy and being

more compact.
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Figure 3  – Saliency maps example for the educative program video. a) frames from the video, b) static saliency

maps, c) saliency map difference, d) variation attention curve 

                     

Figure 4 – Summary of the shot described in figure 3a.

summary educative program TV news series

R P F1 R P F1 R P F1

n°1 62 (15/24) 40 (15/37) 49.1 83 (46/55) 50 (46/91) 63.0 80 (24/30) 40 (24/59) 53.9

n°2 50 (12/24) 60 (12/20) 54.5 63 (35/55) 83 (35/42) 72.1 73 (22/30) 78 (22/28) 75.8

n°3 62 (15/24) 51 (15/29) 56.6 78 (43/55) 70 (43/61) 74.1 80 (24/30) 75 (24/32) 77.4

Table 1: Results for 3 summarization methods on 3 videos (methods: n°1 random summary, n°2 summary selecting one

frame at the middle of each shot, n°3 summary with the visual attention model ).
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